is even (2 a°) then the subgroup must involve operators of order 4 and « 0 > 3. Since any number of these factors may be nonabelian, there cannot be an upper limit to the number of non-abelian groups which may be conformai with one abelian group. This fact may be seen in many other ways.
is even (2 a°) then the subgroup must involve operators of order 4 and « 0 > 3. Since any number of these factors may be nonabelian, there cannot be an upper limit to the number of non-abelian groups which may be conformai with one abelian group. This fact may be seen in many other ways. STANFORD (Read before the American Mathematical Society, October 26, 1901.) BY means of the r independent infinitesimal transformations (t = l, 2, -, n).
The transformations defined by these equations for assigned values of the a's may be denoted by T a . Let the differential operators X j ( j = 1, 2, -, r) satisfy Lie's criterion, that is, let
Then by Lie's chief theorem, the family of transformations jf a , defined by equations (1), forms a group 6r.* Conse-quently the transformation obtained by the successive application to the manifold x v •• , x n , in the order named, of the transformations denoted by T a and T b respectively, with parameters a and 6, will be a transformation of the group G, say T c ; that is to say, we shall have
' If this system of equations is written in the form
it can be shown that they define an r-parameter group in the variables a and a', with continuous parameters a v •••, a r , and also that each transformation of the group is generated by an infinitesimal transformation of the group. The group thus defined is termed the parameter group of the given group G* On pages 97-103 óf the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, volume 36, I have shown that the symbols of the infinitesimal transformations which generate the parameter groups are the same for all groups of the same structure ; and in the same pages I have also given a method by which these symbols may be obtained from the structural constants belonging to any given structure,. The following is a résumé of the method given in that paper. r Let a denote the differential operator a = ^k a k X k -Then i equations (1) may be written in the symbolic form
where e a denotes the operator **ƒ = ƒ+«ƒ+27/+g-j ƒ+-and a m+1 f=a(a m f). By making the parameters in equations (1) infinitesimal we obtain an infinitesimal transformation of the family, that is to say, a transformation infinitely near the identical transformation. Let at denote an (4) This system of equations defines the infinitesimal transformations which generate the parameter group ; but these are also defined by the equations (8) <> = a k + £,e v (a)6/* (4-1, 2, ••., r).
Consequently, from equations (7) and (8) Since the form of â and of the Q's depends only on the structural constants, the symbols Aj(j = 1, 2, •••, r) will be the same for all groups of the same structure.
To illustrate what precedes, consider the three-parameter structure
Equation ( 
3<
In the following table are enumerated all possible types of structure of two-, three-and four-parameter complex groups as given by Lie,* and under each structure are given the symbols of the infinitesimal transformations which generate the parameter group corresponding to that structure, obtained by the method explained above.
GROUPS WITH TWO PARAMETERS.

Type I. (X v X t ) m X v
The symbols of the infinitesimal transformations which generate the parameter group corresponding to this structure are _ a.^*" -a 3 -1) 3 g/g-* -<g? -1) 9 3 8 ~ a 3 (e»3 -1 ) 3o, « 3 (e"3P -1 ) 3a 2 "*" 3« 3 '
Type III. (X,, X 2 ) = 0, (X, X 3 ) = X, (X 2 , X s ) m X 2 .
. a 2 (e^-a 8 -l) 3^ 3_ a,(e^-l) 3« 2 3a 8 "
Type VI (X i; X 2 ) = 0, (X i; X 8 ) s 0, (X 2 , X s ) a X,. 
A. Without three-parameter involution group. Type I.
(Xj, X 2 ) = Xj, (X" X 3 ) = 2Xj, (X 2 , X 3 ) = X 8 ,
The symbols of the infinitesimal transformations which generate the parameter group corresponding to this structure are the same as those given under Type I of three-parameter structures with the addition of the symbol
Type II.
(X 1( X 2 ) s 0, (X i; X 3 ) B 0, (X 2 , X 3 ) s X i;
(X v XJspXt, (X" X 4 )sX 2 , (X 8 , X 4 )^(/?-l)X 3) 0**1).
>i _ «,(1 ~ «** ~ l*"*) 9 | « t (/9 -1)9
^8 -( e «40 _ i)(e«40-«_ i) 9^ "^ e^-')_ i 9o t ' Type III.
^-^izï)K(^-^-i)
(X v X 2 ) s (X" X 3 ) ^ (X 3 , XJ = 0, (X" X 4 ) = Xj, (X 2 , X 4 ) = X, 4-X 2 , (X 3 , X 4 ) = Xj + X 3 . 
